In diabetic macular edema (DME), identification of baseline markers on spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) and their association with severity of diabetic retinopathy (DR) might aid in disease management and the design of future trials.
D iabetic retinopathy (DR) represents a spectrum of pathological changes that occur in the microvasculature of the eye in patients with diabetes mellitus. Diabetic macular edema (DME) is a characteristic feature of DR and an important cause of vision loss in people with diabetes. 1 In patients with DME, fluid accumulates within the macular tissue layers as a consequence of failure of the blood-retinal barrier. Typically DME causes blurring and distortion of vision, which is reflected in a reduction in visual acuity (VA). The Wisconsin Epidemiologic Study of Diabetic Retinopathy (WESDR) 2 found that 20% of patients with type 1 diabetes and 25% of those with type 2 diabetes will develop DME after 10 years of follow-up. Although DME is detectable as increases in macular thickness based on biomicroscopic examination and through stereoscopic assessments of fundus color images, the introduction of time-domain optical coherence tomography (OCT) enabled a more precise quantification of overall retinal thickness; however, this measure correlates only modestly with VA. 3 The subsequent availability of spectral-domain OCT (SD-OCT), which has superior resolution and reproducibility, has resulted in improved ability to detect early DME and also permits characterization of pathology on a retinal layer-bylayer basis. Features such as hyperreflective foci can be localized to individual retinal layers or within the walls of microaneurysms. 4 Studies 5-7 have established correlations between VA and certain features of retinal morphology, such as the intactness of the ellipsoid zone (EZ) and external limiting membrane (ELM). A recent report from Sun et al 8 described
an OCT feature termed disorganization of the retinal inner layers (DRIL); improvement in DRIL was predictive of better VA outcomes. 9 Notably, DRIL was found to be associated with VA after resolution of center-involving DME. 10 Although associations of DRIL and VA have been explored, we know of no data on the associations of DRIL and other OCT features of DME or with severity of DR. The present study represents a systematic examination of the associations of DRIL and SD-OCT features of DME, severity of DR, and VA in a large series of eyes with DME.
Methods
This was a cross-sectional retrospective observational case series at a single clinical center. The study adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and received full ethical approval from the Research Ethics Committee for Northern Ireland. Patient data was deidentified, so informed consent was not required. Details of patients attending this clinic recorded in the electronic medical records were reviewed. A standardized protocol using trained examiners was used to test and record VA, which was measured on the Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study chart. Tomographic images were captured (Spectralis; Heidelberg Engineering) on both eyes at all visits and consisted of a single horizontal and vertical line scan through the fovea followed by a 6 × 6-mm macular raster scan (37 raster lines, spacing of 120 μm, 20°× 15°). Color photographs (2 fields, macula centered and optic disc centered) were captured on a Visucam 500 (Carl Zeiss Meditec) after pupillary dilation.
Medical records were queried for patients with a diagnosis of DME who attended a retina service between December 28, 2013, and April 30, 2014. The data analysis was performed from May 1, 2016 to July 31, 2016.
From the 94 unique cases, we selected the records of 80 patients with a confirmed diagnosis of type 1 or 2 diabetes, OCT features of DME, color fundus photography, and a VA record corresponding to the same visit. Patients without diabetes, OCT, or fundus photographs and those younger than 18 years were excluded.
We extracted information on age, sex, duration of diabetes, history of hypertension, hyperlipidemia, and cigarette smoking from the medical record for each case.
Image Analysis
Grading was performed by 2 of us (R.D. and G.S.) after training by the senior clinician (U.C.), who checked 20% of the grading outputs. Intergrader variability was assessed by κ statistics. The images were scrutinized on the proprietary software provided by the manufacturer of the OCT acquisition system. All of the B-scans of the 6 × 6 macular raster were examined, and we recorded the type and shape of DME, shape of the intraretinal cystoid abnormalities and septae if seen within the cystoid abnormalities, presence or absence of hyperreflective dots and foci, and the status of the vitreomacular interface and presence of an epiretinal membrane (ERM). We identified the foveal B-scan (defined as the scan passing through the maximal foveal depression) and measured the horizontal extent of DRIL and disruption of the ELM and EZ. In the data set, fewer than 10% of eyes were classified as not showing a foveal dip. In these cases where the foveal scan was not clearly identifiable, we used the scan offset by 5°f rom the horizontal as the scan of choice. We also measured the retinal thickness at the fovea (RTF) and at the site of maximum pathology (maximum retinal thickness; MRT). We measured choroidal thickness (CT) at the fovea and 1000 μm temporal and nasal to fovea. The grading form is shown in eTable 1 in the Supplement.
Key Points
Question Can retinal morphology using spectral-domain optical coherence tomography be a potential biomarker in eyes with diabetic macular edema?
Findings In a cross-sectional observational case series including 102 eyes from 80 individuals, disorganization of the inner retinal layers was strongly associated with disruption of outer retinal layers. Disorganization of the inner retinal layers was more frequently observed in eyes with increasing severity of diabetic retinopathy and was associated with poorer visual acuity.
Meaning Disorganization of the inner retinal layer may be associated with morphological changes in the outer retina and worse levels of diabetic retinopathy in eyes with diabetic macular edema, although the cross-sectional design precludes determining cause-and-effect relationships.
We defined DRIL as the presence of a region on the Bscan where the boundaries between the ganglion cell and inner plexiform layer complex, inner nuclear layer, and outer plexiform layer could not be separately identified. The method used to determine the horizontal extent of DRIL in each of 7 B-scans was identical to that described by Sun et al 9 in that we only measured the diameter up to a maximum of 1000 μm. The B-scans that were selected were the foveal scan and the 3 immediately superior and inferior to the foveal scan. The measurements from these 7 scans were summed to derive an average global DRIL measure for each eye. 8 We graded the color photographs according to the Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study grading protocol 11 to derive a DR severity stage.
Statistical Analysis
We analyzed the data using SPSS version 22 statistical software (IBM). We used κ statistics to test the intergrader variability. We examined associations between VA, age, and duration of diabetes using linear regression. We performed 1-way analysis of variance for associations between VA and hypertension, hyperlipidemia, and smoking. We also used analysis of variance to test associations between VA and the various categorical variables (retinal morphological features observed on OCT and DR severity staging). We used the Pearson coefficient to test for correlations between VA and OCT linear variables (diameter of DRIL, disrupted ELM and EZ, height of RTF, MRT, and CT). With VA as the dependent variable, those variables that reached significance in the preceding steps were then tested using general linear regression modeling after controlling for RTF, which had been previously identified as a confounding factor by Sun et al. 8 As DRIL
had been identified as a key determinant of VA outcome, 8 we performed binary logistic regression to seek associations of presence or absence of DRIL with SD-OCT features and DR severity. We tested pairs of variables and did not create a multivariable model, as the modest sample size could have led to invalidation of the independence of the observations on the variable of interest. The interclass correlation of eyes with the same person was 0.08, so we did not deem it necessary to adjust for correlations between 2 eyes. We considered a P value of .05 or less as statistically significant in these analyses.
Results
Descriptive characteristics of the study cohort are shown in Table 1 . One hundred two eyes of 80 individuals were analyzed. Because of poor-quality OCT images, 1 eye was not graded for OCT morphology and metrics. The mean (SD) age was 63 (11) years, and 30 participants (37.5%) were female, with the majority of the sample (63 [78.8%]) having type 2 diabetes ( Table 1 ). The frequency of the DR severity stages in the 100 eyes (2 eyes were not graded because of poor-quality color images) is shown in Table 1 . Less than half of the included eyes had been previously treated with macular laser, and none had received an anti-vascular endothelial growth factor treatment. The intergrader variability represented by the κ statistic ranged from 0.6 to 1 for the variables tested. Linear regression of VA against age and duration of diabetes showed no significant associations. Analysis of variance also confirmed the absence of associations with key systemic features of hypertension, hyperlipidemia, and smoking (eTable 2 in the Supplement). Therefore, these variables were not included in any of the subsequent analyses. Associations between VA and retinal morphological features identified specific variables that reached statistical significance in the analysis of variance. These were shape of DME, presence of septae in intraretinal cystoid abnormalities, presence of DRIL and disruption of ELM and EZ, and DR severity stage. Other variables that were tested (type and symmetry of intraretinal fluid, presence of cystoid abnormalities and ERM) did not reach significance (eTable 3 in the Supplement). Pearson correlation coefficients (eTable 4 in the Supplement) showed significant correlations between VA and horizontal extent of DRIL, ELM and EZ, RTF, and MRT.
The results from general linear regression modeling adjusted for RTF are shown in Table 2 . Variables that lost significance in the model were shape of DME and presence of septae in cystoid abnormalities (Table 2) , while all others remained significant. The parameter estimates show that better VA is associated with absence of DRIL, intact ELM and EZ, and less severe stages of DR ( Table 2) . Presence of intact ELM is associated with a 14-letter-better mean VA (95% CI, 7.9-19.8; P < .001) compared with eyes with disrupted ELM. Similar differences in VA were also found when the EZ was intact (10.5 letters; 95% CI, 4.7-16.4; P = .001) and when DRIL was absent (9.8 letters; 95% CI, 3-16.6; P < .001). The parameter estimates indicate that for each 100-μm increase in the average global DRIL, there is a decrease in the mean VA of approximately 4.6 (95% CI, −8.0 to −1.3) letters (Table 3) . With each 100-μm increase in disruption of ELM and EZ, the mean VA decreased by 0.4 (95% CI, −0.8 to −0.1 and −0.7 to −0.1, respectively) letters. For each 100-μm increase in RTF and MRT, mean VA decreased by 2.4 (95% CI, −4.0 to −0.7) and 0.04 (95% CI, −0.08 to −0.01) letters, respectively. After adjustment for RTF, all the variables remained significant. The MRT variable showed a strong association with VA, with each 100-μm increase in retinal thickness resulting in a decrease of 13.1 letters (95% CI, -19.6 to -6.6; P < .001). The Relationship Between DRIL and Other OCT Features of DME and DR Binary logistic regression showed that the odds of having DRIL was greater in eyes with disrupted ELM (odds ratio [OR], 4.4; 95% CI, 1.6-12.0; P = .003) and disrupted EZ (OR, 2.7; 95% CI, 1.0-7.2; P = .03), presence of ERM (OR, 2.8; 95% CI, 1.0-7.4; P = .03), and increase in RTF (OR, 1.6; 95% CI, 1.1-2.2; P < .001) ( Table 4) . Eyes with PDR were more likely to show evidence of DRIL (OR, 7.3; 95% CI, 1.7-31.4; P = .007) ( Table 4 
Discussion
We systematically graded the tomographic images of the retina and sought associations between the presence and severity of a number of morphological features of DME, including DRIL, a novel and recently described biomarker, with severity of DR and visual function. Results from this study suggest that centrally located DRIL is correlated with VA in eyes with centerinvolved DME and was strongly associated with the disruption of ELM and EZ layers and presence of ERM. Worsening of VA was seen with increasing DR severity and may be related to the presence of DRIL. Centrally located DRIL and the extent of disruption were both associated with worse VA. These findings are similar to those of previous studies 8-10 that found DRIL to be a predictive marker for VA outcomes in eyes with DME that resolved after treatment. An important finding from our analysis has been the elucidation of the association between the horizontal extent of DRIL and VA. We have shown that for each 100-μm increase in DRIL there is a negative impact of approximately 6 letters, which is more than 1 line on the Early Treat- ment Diabetic Retinopathy Study chart. It has been hypothesized that disorganization of the inner retina occurs when bipolar axons snap when their elasticity limit has been exceeded because of edema. 12 It has also been suggested that DRIL represents loss of bipolar, amacrine, or horizontal cells within the inner retinal layers. 8 Key findings from the present analysis also include the highly significant associations between presence of DRIL and outer retinal changes. Disorganization of the retinal layers was strongly associated with the disruption of ELM and EZ layers. In our study, RTF was significantly increased in the presence of DRIL. Taken together, these findings suggest that the mechanisms that create the conditions for inner retinal disorganization may also be responsible for concurrent disruption of the outer retinal architecture. We noted that these outer retinal changes were also associated with poor VA, and our findings are consistent with those from previous studies.
5,7,13,14 Breakdown of the blood-retinal barrier in DME could create the conditions for damage to the ELM and EZ. Unlike DRIL, for which mechanical forces have been considered in its pathogenesis, the disrupted ELM has been postulated to be a consequence of impaired retinal function. 14 It is presently unknown whether the EZ line seen on OCT images truly corresponds to the histologic junction of the inner and outer segments. An important consideration with the growing literature regarding the EZ is how to objectively and consistently evaluate disruption. Maheshwary et al 5 concluded that both the status of inner segment and outer segment disruption and the percentage disruption are important predictors of VA in a patient. Spaide and Curcio 15 speculated that this highly reflective band was located at the ellipsoid in the inner segments, considering the correlation between the microstructure on the SD-OCT images and the histologic findings. Our present work not only reinforces the clinical relevance of an intact EZ but also suggests that the same pathogenic pathways that create conditions for DRIL may also disrupt the outer retinal architecture. Cystic changes that appear within the macula represent focal areas of coalesced extracellular fluid. These foci of fluid likely result from disturbed cellular function of the Müller cells, which are thought to act as metabolic pumps to keep the macula dehydrated. 16, 17 Based on the univariate analysis, we noted that VA was better in eyes with septae within the cystoid abnormalities compared with those without. Our findings support those of previous investigators. Many studies have shown that ERM is common in eyes with DME, and we observed a high frequency of ERM in the present series. We systematically graded for ERMs that are recognized on OCT as thin, hyperreflective bands anterior to the retina or bright red bands in the pseudocolor representation on OCT.
18
Gandorfer et al 19 showed that in eyes with DME, multilayered membranes are situated on a layer of native vitreous collagen, predominantly coupled with fibroblasts and fibrous astrocytes. Removal of the ERM by vitrectomy and membrane peel can result in resolution of the DME and improvements in VA.
19,20
To our knowledge, no study has examined the associations between ERM, DRIL, and VA, and our observations of a strong association between these features suggest a common pathological process. Histological studies are required to understand the pathogenetic mechanisms underpinning these inner retinal morphological manifestations. A prospective study 21 investigated the correlation between the features of OCT and the severity of retinopathy and found that the prevalence of DME with serous retinal detachment and with vitreomacular traction was higher in eyes with severe nonproliferative diabetic retinopathy or proliferative diabetic retinopathy than in eyes with mild to moderate nonproliferative diabetic retinopathy. It is also known that increasing DR severity is associated with macular thickening. 22 While the present study also shows similar findings, it is the first we know of to report an association between DRIL and increasing severity of DR. Our finding of worsening of VA with increasing DR severity may be related to the presence of DRIL. A biomarker of interest is the visibility of the cone outer receptor segments (COSTs). It has been shown that there is reduced visibility of COSTs in patients with DME. During grading we observed that COST lines could not be delineated consistently; therefore, we did not grade for this biomarker. Our experience is similar to that of Rii et al, 23 who found that these outer retinal layers could not be segmented even in normal scans of healthy eyes.
Figure. Spectral-Domain Optical Coherence Tomography Images of Disrupted Inner and Outer Retinal Layers
The strengths of this study are the systematic grading of color and OCT images and the homogeneous sample of patients with DME naive to anti-vascular endothelial growth factor treatments.
Limitations
An important limitation of the study is its cross-sectional design. We are unable to predict the impact on function over time of the various OCT markers that we identified. Also, our study is retrospective and the sample size is modest. Furthermore, the data were acquired as part of routine clinical care and thus many patients had prior exposure to laser photocoagulation, which can alter the appearance of the retinal layers. However, we believe our findings do not arise as a consequence of laser treatment because the foveal retina is avoided while undertaking macular laser treatment.
In summary, we have systematically studied both inner and outer retinal morphology in DME and associations with both VA and increasing severity of DR. e Table 1 American Medical Association All rights reserved e e Table 3 
